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Collaboration, Co-operation & Knowledge Exchange:

The Shetland-Norway
Friendship Oar Project 2014
Background: As part of the 2014 bicentenary
celebrations of the signing of the Norwegian
constitution, this project originated with an invitation
by the Norwegian Coastal Federation (Forbundet
Kysten) ‘Oar Project’ to install a total of 200 rowing oars at the Maritime Festival in
Oslo in July 2014. The Centre for Nordic Studies, in partnership with Shetland
College UHI, initiated a project to build a traditional Oar for this display.

Project Aim: The project sought to celebrate the continuing links
between the coastal
communities of Scotland and
Norway. One key aim was to
“The most challenging part of
stimulate applied research and
knowledge exchange between
was making something look
educational and community
hand-made and traditional,
organisations in Norway and
Shetland.
using modern

Background

The Shetland boat is a folk material cultural icon, important I believe,
as these boats form an integral part of the cultural identity of the
Northern Isles. Sadly, the boat and its associated traditions are at risk
of being lost, unless steps are taken to ensure that its relevance to the
cultural identity of future generations of Shetland people is
maintained.
(Chivers, M. (The Shetland Boat, An iconic folk material culture object, ‘Steepin Steens o Knowledge’
Folklore, Ethnology and Ethnomusicology conference, Elphinstone Institue University of Aberdeen
(FEECA 2014), Available at: http://shetlandboat.wordpress.com/2014/07/08/the-shetland-boatan-iconic-folk-material-cultural-object/ ).

Cover photo: Munro, A. (2012) Small Boats of
Shetland, available at www.unstheritage.com

Making the Oar
Photo: Tove Aurdal Hjellnes
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Result: As a Knowledge Exchange project, this activity brought together
secondary, tertiary and higher education staff and students and cultural
heritage organisations. It encouraged knowledge exchange, collaboration
and research, with participants learning about the history of Norway, the
historical and cultural links between Shetland and Norway in the form of
boat building traditions, and the variety of people and organisations that
support the continuation of contact between the islands and Norway. It
is anticipated that similar projects will follow.

Signing the Oar

Shetland Times, 27.06.2014.

technology.” (Anthony McLeod, Senior

Making a Shetland Oar: The oar
Construction Lecturer, Shetland College UHI)
was produced by Anthony McLeod,
Senior Construction Lecturer at
Shetland College UHI. He liaised
with staff at the Shetland Museum
and then built the oar based on an example they kindly provided. The oar was then
signed by representatives from the collaborative partners: Shetland College UHI,
the Centre for Nordic Studies, the Shetland Islands Council Global Citizenship
department and the
Anderson High School
Norwegian Club, as well as
The students loved coming on
Derick Herning from the
board the Norwegian ship to try
Shetland-Norway
Friendship Society and
out their Norwegian language
Shetland College
students who recently
skills and deliver the oar. (Peter
completed workHaviland, Teacher, History and Modern
placements in Norway
Languages, Anderson High School)
through the Leonardo da
Vinci arm of the European
Union’s Lifelong Learning
Programme. Crew
members from the historical Norwegian vessel ‘Nybakk’ agreed to deliver the oar
to Oslo as part of their programme of educational visits between Scotland and
Norway.

Shetland Times, 27.06.2014.
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For more information on current research on the
Shetland Boat:
[Online] http://shetlandboat.files.wordpress.com
Or, if you want to collaborate with us:
www.nordic.uhi.ac.uk

Photo (from left to right): Chairman of the Shetland-Norway Friendship Society, Derick Herning; Shetland College UHI Acting Principal, Irene Peterson, Shetland
College UHI Student John Irvine, Teacher and Co-ordinator of Anderson High School Norwegian Club, Peter Haviland, Students from the Anderson High School
Norwegian Club , Senior Construction Lecturer, Anthony McLeod, Chairman of the Board, Shetland College UHI Peter Campbell.

To watch a video of the Oslo Maritime Festival 2014
featuring the ‘200 Oar’ Project, see [Online] http://
youtu.be/zY4oGWAPIDY or click on the logo below.

